Thinker or Doer?
And how we can
influence them

Thinker Or Doer?

Welcome

Nell Wirtes
Nell loves continuing her education and sharing her knowledge with dog owners.
Certified as a Pro Dog Trainer through Absolute Dogs she actively provides her
clients with knowledge and understanding to help them live with and love their
furry family members. Contact her via email at dogmax@cox.net or through her
web site: dogmaxinc.com. She can also be found on her facebook page Dog Max,
Inc. (https://www.facebook.com/Dog-Max-Inc-138687762815486/)
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Understaning
your dog

Why is understanding where your dog fits
on the thinker/doer spectrum important?
Because, once you are aware of their
natural tendencies, it can give you the
knowledge of how they process information
and enable you to predict how they will
respond to training and different situations.
Characteristics of a Thinker:
Opts for stillness
Hesitates
Wants to be correct and follow the rules
Can be frustrating to train
Characteristics of a Doer:
Opts for action
Not concerned with rules or accuracy
Speed/movement is paramount
Can be frustrating to train

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit. Nullam at tempor magna,
sed laoreet augue.
Ut eget lacinia lorem, non dapibus est.. Cras
eleifend justo a velit vulputate pretium.
Duis id faucibus felis, ut suscipit augue.
Fusce quam justo, convallis in malesuada
nec, dapibus in massa.
Fusce consequat laoreet neque at
accumsan. In et purus augue. Suspendisse
vulputate scelerisque consequat. Nam ac
mi ut ipsum us vel felis. Vivamus dui sem,
pharetra sed nulla nec, cursus consectetur
enim.Duis id faucibus felis, ut suscipit
augue. Fusce quam justo, convallis in
malesuada nec. Suspendisse vulputate
scelerisque consequat.
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How can we influence them ?
All dogs have a tendency to be one or another, sometimes to the extreme. But, you can build
more ability in their weaker area to bring them more into balance.
We're not out to change our dog's personality but develop the skills that aren't part of their
current state and that gives them a better chance in whatever environment they're in and
whatever you need to teach them.
Finding balance, what does that look like?
For the thinker we need to emphasize movement. We also need to set aside 'rules' and not
worry about their accuracy while we get them thinking 'motion'. That could be asking for a sit
but giving a quick release to a reward. We could ask for 'middle' but throw the reward out in
front for them to race to. We want the sit and middle behaviors but we don't want to reinforce
their already strong tendency to be still so we animate the reward and release them to it
quickly.
Other games to play with the thinker: Left/right spin, wrapping an object, run to a foot target,
Look To Me, multi hand touches from side to side, any game that includes motion.
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For the doers we need to reinforce more stillness. They are so primed for any kind of action that
this will be a challenge for them so give a little grace and move slowly. Keep in mind that doers
tend to spend a lot of time over aroused so when you get ready to work with them they will already
be in 'blast off' mode.
Games to play with the doer:
Sit/down/stand with duration
Middle, rewarding in position
Station Training
Mouse Game
Slow treat
sustained hand touch
You will also help the doer to think in arousal by letting them move a bit and then ask for a
sustained behavior like above.
So, where does your dog fit into the thinker/doer spectrum. Do they spend most of their time still
or in motion? Do they drive you crazy by constant activity? The answers will show you what type
of games will benefit your dog and help bring them more into balance.
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Nell and her two 'doers extrodinaire', Mae
and Eva.
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